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About This Game

Experience flying the amazing Ekranoplan! The largest and greatest secret aircraft designed during the Soviet cold-war era!

You are in charge of the day to day running of the Ekranoplan program. Manage resources and staff to keep your craft
operational. When a mission arrives from on high you must be ready to face the challenge and pilot your Ekranoplan / command

the crew to a successful and glorious outcome!

More than a simulator. Besides flying 12 different Ekranoplans, you will manage your fleet and resources. This is vital if you
are going to successfully complete the dangerous missions that lie in front of you. Missions include transporting important, and

sometimes hazardous materials great distances, dealing with nuclear test missions, solving emergencies, handling rescue
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situations and more!

Prevent the enemy from sabotaging your mission and earn more prestige with the Soviet Army to obtain extra vehicles,
resources, weapons and the ultimate accolade: The Lenin Star!

Featuring

12 different craft

Ekranoplan handling faithfully simulated

Exciting and realistic missions

Manage crew and equipment

Medals and experience system

Enemy interaction

Exciting action visuals

Available in several languages including English, Russian and Italian
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Title: Soviet Monsters: Ekranoplans
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Developer:
santasco.com
Publisher:
IV Productions
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2016
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English,Italian,Russian
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i just wanted to give the game a positive review since i am enjoying it so much :)
Since I am here, might as well say that fans of "long live the queen" will also be fans of "maraiyum:
rise of the setting sun".

PS: The endings roll too fast! I can't read everything on time.... STOOOOOP!!!! (\u00b0\u30ed\u00b0 ). It does not work
correctly with Mixed Reality. The image is warped like the image generated was not the one for the MR lens. Whe I turn my
head the "fisheye perpective effect" cause me motion sickness. And finally the controllers are Vive, not the Mixed Reality one. I
won't ask for a refund for now because I paid 2$, but I am expecting the DEV to correct these major problems or remove the
MR compatibility. I can't belive I had to play 5 minutes of this just to write this review, now my head hurt.. RADIUM is a game
I like VERY much. I anticipated a significant challenge, and something worth a try to entertain myself for at least an hour or so.
I got SO much more for a very low price. ($2.49US on sale.)

The premise is that a ball is to be moved through many different maze-type layouts. Nothing new there. But what is new is the
method of movement. Two turrets(?) shoot rays from opposite sides of the screen, as the player requests by means of the arrow
buttons, to pull the ball toward that spot in order to progress through the layout. That in itself is quite enough to add a challenge,
but the turrets (for lack of a better term) may do just the opposite and repel the ball. Or\u2026..the direction of attraction may
switch upon hitting a specific symbol. Sometimes frequently and repeatedly within the same level (pull\u2026 push\u2026
pull\u2026 push\u2026) And there may be saw-blade walls, floors and\/or ceilings that will \u201cpop\u201d the ball upon
contact. And sometimes, in addition to maneuvering through the maze, a player may be required to hit targets through the rather
imprecise control exercised through the turrets, THEN complete the maze. And of course, many and varied combinations of
everything mentioned above, to the tune of nearly 300 puzzles. I say puzzles, because this is far more than a simple arcade type
game. Quite frequently the only way to complete the level is through momentum, the very force of gravity that must be
accumulated, then expressed through enough force to reach a point by which the circles are able to have a desired effect toward
success. The challenge can be just as significant as it sounds.

What makes this game even more special is that each level has three levels of completion: 1. 2 or 3 as measured by the
\u201ctabs\u201d of the radioactivity symbol. And until a certain number of success are reached, progress is blocked. But fear
not, this isn\u2019t a near impossible level of completion like \u201cDon\u2019t Shoot Yourself\u201d, but a level low enough
that it is unlikely a player will ever be blocked to the point of frustration. In fact, it\u2019s not unusual to have as many as 20
levels available, simply by repeated attempts for medium success (or better) by returning to earlier levels. Only at the very early
stages have I ever hit the \u201cwall\u201d.

RADIUM rapidly becomes a Zen-like experience of giving up conscious control, and letting actions of the mind replace those
of the brain and fingers. And this begins quite quickly (at least in my case, which I don\u2019t imagine to be unusual.) This is
one of the best examples of combination puzzle\/arcade I\u2019ve seen, and a great game to play if you only have a few
minutes, or many hours. HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION.
. so much jumpscares HAHAHA! best indie horror game i played! 10\/10. Useless DLC. Sure, you can create your own female
character, but what\u2019s the point if you can\u2019t replace the main visual of Asumi with your creation? This feels like it
should be its own \u201cgame\u201d, a free one by the way.. Wait for CopperCube 6 to be released and see if it is worth your
money. Coppercube 5 has not been updated for quite some time (It is last updated 6 months ago). I dont think the developer will
update this software anymore since he is focusing on Coppercube 6.

Try Godot, Armory3d. They are modern engines, free and open source, and actively developed and updated.. During the
minutes I spent playing the game before I requested a refund, I encountered:

- inconsistent collision detection (the player character would sometimes half-disappear into solid objects, and some enemies had
erratic (in-)vulnerabilities when jumped on)

- a confusing "shop" menu that plopped itself on top of the action, freezing you, but allowing everything else to continue,
including approaching\/attacking enemies

- sluggish, micro-stuttery performance despite the game's obvious disinterest in visual fidelity
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- lack of any options (no rebindable keys or anything of the sort)

- horrifying art direction, echoing the darkest days of XBLIG

- no Steam Cloud support, but by this point, I didn't really care all that much

While I do have a soft spot for simple platformers, it's not quite soft enough to overlook this many shortcomings.. My initial
thoughts were; "Okay, A Kind Ale War kinda made me wanna check out this game."

My reaction upon playing game; "Okay, tight controls, chill vibes"

My reaction upon seeing first boss; "HOLY MOTHER OF CTHULHU THIS IS AMAZING"

PROS: DANK BEATS, SWEET CONTROLS, LASERS AND RAINBOWS

CONS: YOU THINK THERE'S CONS? GET OUT OF HERE YOU VEGAN, CROSS-FITTING, POLITICALLY NEUTRAL
PARTY, HIPSTER.
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The game is amazing! A puzzle game in the vein of Portal. The controls are spot-on and the story is intriguing. This NEEDS to
be in your collection.. I\u2019ve played Prominence twice and enjoyed it both times. This is a solitary exploration, mystery
adventure. What I think I liked most about this game was the immersion of the story-telling and puzzles in this game. You wake
up alone on a space ship with limited power and resources. Every challenge and puzzle stems from that reality. The story comes
from discovering logs, emails and messages between the crew. You learn what happened on the ship by gleaning it from what
transpired, not from magic messages seemingly left with the foresight that someone would be coming later. This gives the game
a more realistic and suspenseful experience. There are two endings so they player gets to choose their fate.

Mechanics are strictly mouse driven, you don\u2019t need to switch back and forth between your mouse and WASD controls.
We also get manual saves! I always like that better than playing looking for that autosave signal.

I recommend this game for adventurers who enjoy sci-fi exploration games with little handholding and a good dose of
challenge.. Good game for younger audience.. I was sceptical when I first set eyes on Way Down but after watching the trailer it
looked like a lot of fun and it is.
The graphics are not great but the gameplay is and the attention to detail is awesome.
Bullet cases fly out of your gun, empty magazines are left strewn all over the floor as you reload, lights smash, barrels explode
and your enemies are cut to ribbons are you battle your way to the next level.

On the way you can choose to recruit or rescue any captives you find. Recruiting them brings them into your squad and they
follow you throuigh the game fighting the enemy with you.
They also each have a special skill.

The levels themselves are procedurally generated and although not very varied are fairly challenging.
Each level has a boss towards the end, the ones I've faced so far haven't been that tough.

Once you die, you return to your base where you can upgrade skills, recruits and craft weapons with the money you've found
playing the game.

The game does have a couple of bugs, If you leave the home level with a UI window open it stays open on the main game and
you can't shoot until you close it.
I also managed to crash the game by accidently entering the first dungeon with the bank UI open but I'm, sure the developer will
look into these minor bugs.

All in all, a fun game only really brought down by the graphics. 8\/10. well worth the price.. doge master said that this gAME IS
LIT AND I AGREE
. What a lot of talk here?
If you liked this game, then this DLC is for the half price worth it.. this is an amazing route with diffrent challenges. worth
getting and fun to drive espicelly the underground train feel like ur on a real harratige route. Although not as strong with it's
gameplay as Gundeadligne, Gundemonium has superior visuals and a fantastic soundtrack.
This game is better for a single player experience!

Gundeadligne:
-Multiplayer but sadly rare that anyone plays so get a friend, in-game it suddenly gets insane at difficulty 21 (Demonic).
-Visuals less detailed and has outline better for seperating the background from the foreground.

Gundemonium:
-Single player but is strong with it's levels and has a better climb in difficulty compared with Gundeadligne.
-Visuals sharper and more detailed but can be difficult to look at over the background at times (especially later level 3).

Both equally good games but for different reasons.. Really enjoying this game so far. Despite being in a bare bones state at the
moment; easily enough content for one or two playthroughs and the potential is clear. I look forward to checking in on this again
in a couple of months.. Judging by the screenshots, and the only promotional video's loath to show any combat in a combat-
centric game, I already knew it was going to be bad. Then there was the only negative English review, both very telling signs.

Honestly I bought this game full well knowing I was going to be refunding it, and wouldn't you know it, I did after only 6
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minutes. But I won't even be going into detail with 'everything' that's wrong with this game, because there's a lot, so I'll just give
you my reason.

I might've given the game more of a chance if it weren't for A.) there being no NA servers whatsoever, and B.) After hosting my
own server for 6 minutes and winning the game, I was forced into an endless loop of winning games immediately upon loading,
even after restarting the game\/server.

So after 6 minutes, the game became unplayable, literally.
I mean... did you really even need someone to confirm to you that this over-priced glorified asset dump of a 'game' wasn't worth
your time or money? Because it's not, just in case there was even a slight hint of a doubt in your mind that this 'game' had even
the slightest merit.
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